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ABSTRACT
Archaeal C/D box small RNAs (sRNAs) are homolo-
gues of eukaryotic C/D box small nucleolar RNAs
(snoRNAs).Theirmainfunctionisguiding20-O-ribose
methylationofnucleotidesinrRNAs.Themethylation
requires the pairing of an sRNA antisense element to
an rRNA target site with formation of an RNA–RNA
duplex. The temporary formation of such a duplex
during rRNA maturation is expected to influence
rRNA folding in a chaperone-like way, in particular
in thermophilic Archaea, where multiple sRNAs with
two binding sites are found. Here we investigate
possible mechanisms of chaperone function of
Archaeoglobus fulgidus and Pyrococcus abyssi C/D
box sRNAs using computer simulations of rRNA
secondary structure formation by genetic algorithm.
The effects of sRNA binding on rRNA structure are
introduced as temporary structural constraints
during co-transcriptional folding. Comparisons of
the final predictions with simulations without sRNA
binding and with phylogenetic structures show that
sRNAswithtwoantisenseelementsmaysignificantly
facilitate the correct formation of long-range interac-
tionsinrRNAs,inparticularatelevatedtemperatures.
The simulations suggest that the main mechanism of
this effect is a transient restriction of folding in rRNA
domains where the termini are brought together by
binding to double-guide sRNAs.
INTRODUCTION
The formation of secondary and tertiary structures of large
RNA molecules is a dynamic process, characterized by multi-
ple alternative structures and various folding pathways [for a
review see (1)]. The kinetic capturing of RNA into a long-
lived, metastable state may frequently occur because the
energy barriers separating the alternative structures are rather
high, in particular at the level of secondary structures.
A requirement to avoid kinetic trapping into misfolded
structures should favour certain folding pathways that reliably
lead to the functional structure. Owing to the presence of
alternative pathways in large RNAs, a kinetic partitioning
mechanism of RNA folding (2,3) divides a population of
molecules into a fraction that rapidly folds directly to the
native structure and fraction(s) of slowly folded molecules
trapped in the intermediates. At the level of tertiary structure,
this kind of trapping is common and well studied in a number
of ribozymes; however, in some of them selection has been
able to evolve sequences that can preferentially follow the
direct pathway (4,5). The requirement for efﬁcient folding
pathways in the formation of functional secondary structures
also determines selective pressures that suppress potential
non-productive paths and alternative structures or favour
quickly formed hairpins (6–10). An important factor in paving
the optimal folding pathway at the steps of both secondary and
tertiary structure formation is co-transcriptional folding
that diminishes conformational complexity and may differ
signiﬁcantly from the refolding of the full-length RNA
chain [e.g. (11–14)].
The natural RNA sequences can also be adapted so as to
have folding pathways leading to functional secondary struc-
tures that do not correspond to the global free energy mini-
mum. In some molecules relatively slow kinetics of refolding
between alternative structures can even have a regulatory
function (15–17). In principle, the refolding time of a RNA
structure grows with RNA size and it is estimated that for
relatively large RNA domains (>100 nt) biologically signiﬁc-
ant secondary structures frequently deviate from the lowest
free energy state which is never reached (18).
The sensitivity of a RNA structure to the folding process
leads to a possibility to inﬂuence the formation of functional
structures by RNA chaperones, i.e. molecules that modulate
folding pathways (19). Many RNAs perform their functions in
large RNA–protein complexes (e.g. ribosome or spliceosome)
and a number of RNA-binding proteins have been shown to
have RNA-chaperone activity [reviewed in (20)]. Interactions
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modulate their folding pathways. In particular, the post-
transcriptional modiﬁcation of rRNAs is known to require
binding of multiple small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) in
eukaryotes or snoRNA-like sRNAs in archaebacteria. This
kind of binding has been suggested to have a chaperone-like
function as well (21–23).
Indeed, some snoRNAs have been shown to participate in
rRNA maturation by pairing to rRNA precursors (pre-rRNA)
and facilitating proper pre-rRNA folding [e.g. (24–26)].
However, chaperone-like properties may be suspected in
many other snoRNAs and sRNAs, in particular so-called
C/D box RNAs, primarily responsible for guiding the 20-
O-ribose methylation of rRNA nucleotides by C/D box
ribonucleoprotein complexes (27,28). This modiﬁcation
requires the formation of a duplex formed by a snoRNA
antisense element and a rRNA target site, which is usually
longer than 10 bp. The formation of such a duplex is expected
to compete with intramolecular rRNA folding.
Furthermore, the existence of C/D box snoRNAs and
sRNAs with two antisense elements interacting with the
regions located closely in the rRNA secondary structure
indicates possible chaperone effects due to constraints in
rRNA folding imposed by the binding of a single molecule
to the two sites (25,29,30). Such simultaneous base pairing of
the two guide regions to a single target molecule was shown
for interactions between a number of archaeal double-guide
sRNAs and model oligonucleotides (31). Moreover, it was
shown that for maximal methylation activity of archaeal
dual sRNAs the simultaneous binding to both target sequences
and symmetrical juxtaposition of two ribonucleoprotein
complexes associated with the conserved boxes are required
(31,32). Double-guide sRNAs are abundant in thermophiles
and there is a correlation between living temperature of
thermophilic archaea and the number of sRNAs they have,
indicating to a possibly important role of archaeal sRNAs in
assisting rRNAs to cope with increased folding problems
at high temperatures (28,29,33). It should be noted that
high temperatures are expected not only to decrease the
thermodynamic stability of functional structure, but also to
diminish the differences between free energies of alternative
structures, therefore increasing folding uncertainty (8), so
some structural constraints may have a stronger inﬂuence
on the folding process.
This kind of constraints may be especially important at
the early stages of rRNA folding during transcription.
Eukaryotic snoRNAs, involved in pre-rRNA processing,
were shown to interact with their targets co-transcriptionally
(26,34). The binding of the U3 snoRNA to the 50 end of
growing nascent pre-rRNA transcripts can be even visualized
in electron micrographs in so-called terminal knobs, corres-
ponding to the SSU processome, which are not formed in the
absence of the U3 snoRNA (34). Apparently, the C/D box
nucleotide-modifying snoRNAs also bind pre-rRNA at the
early stages of its synthesis, and ribose methylations in
rRNA occur very quickly after the co-transcriptional cleavage
of the 30 external transcribed spacer and before the complete
processing of the primary transcript [for a review see (35,36)].
Archaeal guide RNAs function similarly to their eukaryotic
analogues and were shown to modify rRNA in the eukaryotic
nucleus (37).
To examine the possible chaperone-like role of C/D box
sRNAs in archaea, we performed computer simulations of
rRNA-folding pathways in the presence of these molecules.
The calculations were done using the genetic algorithm for
RNA folding (6), able to predict biologically important RNA-
folding pathways (16,38,39). The effect of transient binding of
a given sRNA on rRNA folding was approximated by creating
temporary topological restrictions on the base pairing in the
rRNA region involved in the interaction. The restrictions
included the prohibition of intramolecular pairing of the
rRNA sites paired to the sRNA antisense elements and forcing
topologies with closely located ends of rRNA regions between
two sites bound to a single sRNA. These constraints were
imposed in the folding simulation for the growing transcribed
rRNA chain and were removed in the subsequent full-length
refolding simulation. Such an implementation attempts to
mimick the co-transcriptional functioning of snoRNAs. The
comparison of the ﬁnal predicted rRNA secondary structure
with the one computed in the absence of sRNAs and with the
phylogenetically proven rRNA structure allows one to identify
a chaperone effect, which should be reﬂected in a better
prediction in the sRNA presence.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genetic algorithm
The details of RNA-folding simulations using a genetic algo-
rithm were described previously (6). In summary, at every
iteration the algorithm generates a population of alternative
RNA structures for an intermediate length of the transcript. In
the course of one iteration, new structures are generated by
randomized disrupting and adding of some stems in the
previous folding of each alternative. The new population is
produced by selecting the most stable structures. Furthermore,
the length of the RNA chain is gradually increased to simulate
the folding of a synthesized transcript. At every step the pro-
gram displays the most stable folding in the population found
so far, which represents the simulated pathway.
The algorithm is implemented in the package STAR for
RNA structure predictions (6,40). The thermodynamic para-
meters used for the RNA secondary structure elements were
taken from the version 2.3 set of Turner and co-workers (41)
(http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/~zukerm/rna/energy/). The calcu-
lations were performed in the temperature range of 37–90 C.
Reliable predictions at higher temperatures were not possible,
owing to secondary structure melting. With the available ther-
modynamic parameters, extrapolations to higher temperatures
are not correct and even the lowest free energy states of
hyper-thermophilic rRNA are essentially single-stranded
when computed at the optimum growth temperature (8).
Unless otherwise stated, simulations were performed with
populations of 10 structures in the genetic algorithm. For the
predictions of the ﬁnal structures of full-length RNAs, the
simulations were continued until population convergence
(i.e. all structures become equivalent).
Implementation of s(no)RNA binding in the
folding simulations
The association and dissociation of s(no)RNA molecules to
and from the rRNA were simulated by a series of program
2016 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7runs, where the structures yielded at a particular simulation
(e.g. with a snoRNA bound) were transferred to the next
program run (e.g. without the binding). The s(no)RNA binding
to rRNA was simulated in an rRNA-folding pathway by
prohibiting the pairing of the nucleotides in the binding site
region to any other rRNA region. The transfer of structures
from one program run to another was done by ‘forcing’ the
structure yielded by the ﬁrst run into the following one, so that
the latter simulation started from the structure folded by the
previous step. Depending on the speciﬁc step of folding
simulation, two options of such a forcing were used: ‘strong’
forcing (the forced structure was not allowed to be disrupted)
and ‘weak’ forcing (the forced structure was allowed to be
disrupted, once a conformation with a lower free energy had
been found).
The effect of a single snoRNA-binding site was implemen-
ted by simulating the folding by two program runs, as follows:
(i) In the first run transcription is simulated by growing the
rRNA in the 50–30 direction, while keeping the comple-
mentarity region of the snoRNA occupied by the snoRNA
(the complementarity region is therefore prohibited to
pair).
(ii) The complete structure from the first part is weakly
forced into a second run, which simulates the non-growing
chain being refolded without the snoRNA. This part is
continued until the 10 populations of the algorithm
have converged.
Simulations of double-site binding
An effect of co-transcriptional binding of a snoRNA molecule
with two complementary regions to rRNA, with subsequent
snoRNA release, was simulated as follows.
(i) Transcription is simulated by growing the folded rRNA
up to the 30 end of the second complementary region,
while keeping both complementarity regions bound to the
snoRNA.
(ii) The refolding of the domain between the two comple-
mentary regions is simulated separately with forcing a
configuration that brings the ends of domain together. For
instance, the binding of a single Pyrococcus abyssi
sRNA4 molecule to its two target regions 54–63 and
363–372 of the SSU rRNA (Figure 1) is assumed to
constrain the folding of domain 64–362, favouring a
topology with closely located domain ends. First of all,
the domain structure yielded by the previous simulation is
weakly forced. The connecting of the ends is mimicked
by adding artificial sequences to the domain ends: five
guanines upstream of the domain and five cytosines
downstream of it (Figure 1). The pairing of these
sequences is strongly forced. Although this imposes
some constraint on the domain folding, such an imple-
mentation of sRNA double-site binding does not prohibit
any base pairing inside the domain. The simulation is
continued until the 10 populations of the algorithm
have converged.
(iii) After the refolding of the constrained domain, the simu-
lation of rRNA folding continues with the chain growing
until the very 30 end, while the snoRNA presence is still
assumed. Therefore, the structure of the domain yielded
by the step (ii) is strongly forced and the complementarity
regions are kept single-stranded. Of course, artificial
terminal sequences [step (ii)] are removed.
(iv) After the rRNA chain has been completely folded, refold-
ing after the release of the snoRNA is simulated by
weakly forcing the whole structure of step (iii), while
no part is left occupied by the snoRNA. The simulation
 
   
Figure1.Simulationofthebindingofdouble-guidesRNAtoitstwotargetrRNAregions,exemplifiedfortheP.abyssisRNA4binding.TheartificialGC-richstemis
forced in the constrained domain folding simulation, mimicking close proximity of the domain ends. Methylated nucleotides are indicated by asterisks.
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have converged. Thus all strong constraints implemented
at the intermediate steps are removed at this last
refolding step.
Such an implementation of the binding of a double-guide
sRNA to its two target sites in rRNA assumes that the
sRNA–rRNA complex exists only during rRNA transcription,
thus simulating a transient, chaperone-like character of the
accompanying structural constraints. In principle, a more rea-
listic model should take into account the dynamic competition
between intramolecular and intermolecular pairings that
would lead to shorter or longer lifetimes of this complex.
However, such a model would require the incorporation of
currently unknown thermodynamic parameters of sRNA asso-
ciation and dissociation and RNA concentrations.
No additional assumptions were made on the pairing of
methylated nucleotides, because they are known to occur in
both double- and single-stranded rRNA regions (35). Thus
during existence of sRNA–rRNA complex [steps (i–iii)]
they were assumed to be engaged in RNA–RNA duplexes
(Figure 1), while no restrictions were imposed on these nuc-
leotides at the last sRNA-free step (iv). This is consistent with
the situation in vivo.
Consensus structures
Every simulation of genetic algorithm may be viewed as one
trajectory along some folding pathway and repeated calcula-
tions may follow other pathways. The relative frequencies of
prediction of particular structures in repeated simulations can
be used for rough estimates of the probabilities of the forma-
tion of the structures (39). We have used this feature of the
algorithm to derive some consensus structure predictions. For
each particularcase, the whole procedure of rRNAfoldingwas
repeated three times and the most frequently folded stems
(present in at least two of the three structures) were strongly
forced in one ﬁnal folding simulation for the full-length rRNA.
Thestructuregainedfrom that simulationwas considered tobe
the ﬁnal structure. The three independent rRNA-folding simu-
lations were also used to calculate the standard deviations of
the numbers of correctly predicted stems and base pairs.
Other methods of producing consensus structures were
explored such as selecting stems present in three out of
three structures, in three out of ﬁve, in ﬁve out of ﬁve, in
ﬁve out of nine or in nine out of nine. These simulations
did not improve results signiﬁcantly, while some of them
consumed much more time. Another approach tested was to
determine the most diverged three structures out of ﬁve and to
use these to make a consensus structure by collecting their
matchingstemsintheﬁnalsimulation.Thisalsohadaminimal
effect and did not produce better results.
Energy minimization
The predictions of rRNA structure using free energy minimi-
zation were performed using the Mfold server (42) with the
version 2.3 of the thermodynamic parameters, these paramet-
ers are the same as used with the genetic algorithm (see
above). In order to compare statistics of mfold predictions
with that of folding simulations, the ﬁrst three (sub)optimal
structures yielded by Mfold were used to calculate the SDs.
Sequence data
The comparative analysis structures of the 16S RNAs were
taken from the European Ribosomal rRNA Database (43)
(http://www.psb.ugent.be/rRNA/index.html).
The following sequences were used: Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (accession no. V01335), Archaeoglobus fulgidus
(accession no. X05567), P.abyssi (accession no. AJ248283).
The sequences of the archaeal sRNAs with corresponding
complementarity regions on the rRNA were taken from The
Methylation Guide snoRNA Database (33) (http://lowelab.
ucsc.edu/snoRNAdb/), data on yeast snoRNAs from The
Yeast SnoRNA Database (44) (http://www.bio.umass.edu/
biochem/rna-sequence/Yeast_snoRNA_Database/main.html).
RESULTS
Thesimulationsofthetransientprohibitionofsecondary
structureformationinsRNA-pairedregionsofArchaeal
16S RNAs do not show significant effects of sRNA
binding on the final rRNA structure
A competition between the mutually exclusive pairings of
sRNA target regions in rRNA either to sRNA antisense ele-
ments or other regions in the rRNA sequence may be viewed
as the most straightforward mechanism of sRNA inﬂuence on
the rRNA-folding pathway. It may be expected that sRNA
binding during rRNA transcription would favour base pairing
excluding nucleotides in the sRNA-bound regions. If the
energy barrier to disrupt these intermediate structures would
be relatively high, they would not refold, even after sRNA
release. Such a mechanism was implemented in our folding
simulations by prohibiting the intramolecular pairing of sRNA
targets during the growing rRNA chain folding, while the
subsequent refolding simulation was done without these
restrictions (Materials and Methods).
The simulations for A.fulgidus and P.abyssi 16S rRNA fold-
ing in the presence of various sRNAs did not show signiﬁcant
improvement as compared to the predictions done without
sRNA binding. No effect was observed in either simulations
for binding of only one type of sRNA or using the entire pool
of all known sRNAs for a given species. For instance, imple-
menting the binding of the only known 16S-rRNA-binding
sRNA of A.fulgidus, sRNA2, into simulations (by restricting
24 nt in the two target regions to fold during transcription) did
not change the number of correctly predicted stems after
sRNA release [47 correctly predicted stems at 37 C and 41
at 65 C, the latest being the optimal growth temperature (28)],
while the number of correctly predicted base pairs deviated
only slightly (254 versus 256 at 37 C and 235 versus 242 at
65 C with and without sRNA, respectively).
Usually, incorporation of this sRNA-binding model resulted
in a small decline in the quality of ﬁnal predictions at lower
temperatures, while at higher temperatures sometimes non-
signiﬁcant improvements were observed. Thus, simultaneous
implementation of all 25 known P.abyssi sRNAs (total 430 nt
in the targets) into the simulation at 37 C resulted in 45 correct
stems containing 249 bp, while the simulation for the bare
16S rRNA yielded 49 stems with 288 bp. At 80 C, in both
cases 38 correct stems were predicted, with 242 and 237 cor-
rect base pairs in simulations with sRNA effect and without,
respectively.
2018 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7In general, the temperature increase lowered the number of
predicted stems due to the melting of secondary structure with
available thermodynamic parameters. Similar to the rRNA
secondary structure predictions by energy minimization (8),
the structures produced at very high temperatures (>90 C)
containedvery fewdouble-stranded regions. At these tempera-
tures, the predictions by the genetic algorithm did not essen-
tially deviate from the lowest energy states predicted by the
Mfold program.
The simulations of transient constrained folding of
Archaeal16SRNAdomainsbetweentwobindingsitesof
a single sRNA molecule suggest that some sRNAs with
two antisense elements may guide rRNA folding at high
temperatures
The implementation of constrained folding of domains located
between the binding sites of sRNA molecules with two anti-
sense elements (Materials and Methods) turned out to have
some effect on rRNA-folding pathways. The effects varied for
different sRNAs andtemperatures. Forinstance, the A.fulgidus
sRNA2 binding (positions 11–22 and 845–856 in 16S rRNA)
improves the predictions for 16S rRNA folding in the temper-
ature range of about 45–75 C, while at lower or higher tem-
peratures the predictions do not deviate signiﬁcantly from
those yielded by bare A.fulgidus 16S rRNA simulations
(Figure 2A). The P.abyssi sRNA 4 seems to guide 16S rRNA
folding at temperatures of about 75–80 C, but at other
temperatures the results ﬂuctuate for simulations both with
and without sRNA4, with positive or negative differences
(Figure 2B). Similar results were obtained for some other
P.abyssi sRNAs (data not shown): at high temperatures the
simulations of rRNA folding were better in the presence of
sRNAs than in their absence. This is consistent with the expec-
tation that chaperone effects of sRNAs are more important at
high temperatures (28,29,33).
The Pyrococcus species, a hyper-thermophile, has a very
high number of sRNAs (30). The snoRNA database (http://
lowelab.ucsc.edu/snoRNAdb/) contains 25 P.abyssi sRNAs
targeting the 16S rRNA, with 15 of them being double-guide
molecules with antisense elements associated with both the D
and D0 box motifs. Two of them (sRNA8 and sRNA 19) each
have three binding sites at the 16S rRNA with two additional
possible conﬁgurations of double-site binding. We simulated
the potential sRNA-binding effects for all 17 variants. The
locations of corresponding double-guide sRNA-binding sites
in 16S rRNA structure are shown in Figure 3. As the most
pronounced chaperone-like effect of several P.abyssi sRNAs
onrRNA folding wasobservedat80 C,a temperature which is
close to the optimal growth conditions of P.abyssi, we per-
formed simulations at this temperature.
As seen in Table 1, the majority of the double-guide sRNA
molecules seems to direct 16S RNA folding towards the phy-
logenetic structure. The simulations suggest that this
chaperone-like effect is determined by possible constraints
in the domain between two binding sites rather than by restric-
tions on the pairing of nucleotides bound to sRNA antisense
elements, because simulations with the same sRNAs assuming
binding of two separate molecules, as described in previous
section, did not produce any signiﬁcant effect (data not
shown).
The attempts to combine various P.abyssi sRNAs did not
produce any essential improvements (data not shown). This is
probably due to the additional approximations that have to be
made to implement the effects of the sRNA combinations to
the procedure. For instance, the folding protocol used here,
allows one to implement only the sequential effects with over-
lapping constrained domains, while in nature these molecules
could exert their inﬂuence simultaneously. Also, many of the
tested sRNAs seem to improve predictions in the same regions
of the molecule (Discussion).
Using the simulations with the constrained domain proced-
ure, we have also tested possible effects of double-site
C/D snoRNA binding in yeast. In yeast, there are only two
such molecules with both antisense elements binding to the
18S rRNA: U14 and snR41. The U14-binding sites (positions
83–95 and 410–423 of S.cerevisiae 18S rRNA) are topologi-
cally close to those of P.abyssi sRNA4 (54–63 and 363–372),
the one showing the strongest effect on P.abyssi rRNA-folding
simulations (Table 1). It has been previously suggested that
U14 has a chaperone role due to the presence of two
complementarity regions, only one of which being important
for rRNA modiﬁcation (25,45). The simulations of the yeast
18S rRNA folding in the presence of U14 turned out to be
variable (data not shown). While some of them were better
than those produced for bare rRNA, others did not show any
improvement. Even smaller effects were noticed for snR41
binding.
Figure 2. Temperature dependence of prediction quality in 16S rRNA
folding simulations with domains constrained by double-site sRNA binding.
(A) A.fulgidus sRNA2; (B) P.abyssi sRNA4. Closed squares—simulations of
corresponding rRNAs without sRNA binding, open diamonds—simulations
with implemented sRNA binding. Error bars correspond to the standard
deviations calculated from the three repeated simulations (Materials and
Methods).
Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7 2019Figure 3. The location of binding sites of P.abyssi double-guide sRNAs on 16S rRNA. The data on binding sites are taken from The Methylation Guide snoRNA
Database (http://lowelab.ucsc.edu/snoRNAdb/), the 16S rRNA structure is from (29). Binding sites of a given sRNA are indicated in the same colour, methylated
nucleotides are shown by asterisks.
2020 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7A comparison of rRNA structure predictions made by
foldingsimulationsandenergyminimizationatdifferent
temperatures
It is remarkable that the implementation of transient sRNA
binding in RNA-folding simulations by a genetic algorithm
improves the predictions of rRNA native structures, mostly at
elevated temperatures, at which free energy barriers for refold-
ing are lowered. This suggests that the kinetic trapping in
metastable structures may even be important at rather high
temperatures. On the other hand, the temperature is expected
to increase the uncertainty of secondary structure formation,
characterized by the base pairing probability distribution and
to lower the equilibrium probability of the lower free energy
conformation (8). In this respect, to distinguish between kin-
eticandequilibriumfactorsinrRNAfolding,itisinterestingto
compare the quality of rRNA comparative structure predic-
tions at different temperatures produced by the kinetic simula-
tions using standard genetic algorithm simulations without
sRNA binding (6) with that of equilibrium structures yielded
by free energy minimization (42).
The predictions yielded by the two approaches for
A.fulgidus and P.abyssi 16S rRNAs were compared
(Figure 4). In general, the behaviour of the two programs is
comparable: at some conditions the energy minimization
yields better predictions, while folding simulations are better
in other cases. Both approaches exhibit an obvious decline in
the quality at high temperatures due to secondary structure
melting. However, this decline seems to be less drastic in
genetic algorithm simulations: at 80–85 C folding simulations
result in slightly better predictions for both 16S rRNAs, as
compared with the lowest energy structures (Figure 4), indi-
cating that the native structure may indeed be kinetically
favoured. Apparently, at some temperatures such a kinetic
preference for the native structure formation can be further
enhanced by sRNA binding during the folding process.
Of course, at extremely high temperatures this preference
disappears because then both folding simulations and energy
minimization predict very similar structures, that are mostly
single-stranded.
Archaeal sRNAs with two antisense elements mostly
assist in long-range secondary structure formation
The comparison of the 16S rRNA structure predictions,
yielded by the simulations in the presence of sRNAs, shows
that the effects of all sRNAs are mostly located in the central
regions of 16S rRNA. Figure 5 shows that the implementation
of P.abyssi sRNAs into folding simulations at 80 C leads to
the correct prediction of many long-range pairings that are not
predicted without the sRNA effects. For instance, it is remark-
able that the prediction of the bare P.abyssi 16S rRNA has no
correct stems with a distance between two halves of a stem
>100 nt (the largest is 71 nt), while the introduction of sRNA4
into the simulation leads to correct prediction of ﬁve long-
range stems with >200 nt between the complementary stem
parts. Implementation of the only A.fulgidus sRNA2 also
improves predictions in the 16S rRNA core at 70 C (data
not shown). This suggests that the efﬁcient formation of the
central parts of archaeal 16S rRNA secondary structure at high
temperatures may be improved by assistance of sRNAs.
It should be noted that the relatively poor predictions for
long-range interactions in 16S rRNA, obtained in the absence
of sRNA binding, are not a speciﬁc feature of the genetic
algorithm. The results of energy minimization at high tem-
peratures are not better (Figure 4) and a systematic study of the
minimum free energy structures of 16S rRNAs (46) shows that
the majority of long-range stems (distance >100 nt) are not
predicted.
A comparison of the simulated folding pathways shows that
the binding of some sRNAs guide co-transcriptional formation
Table 1. The number of correctly predicted stems and base pairs in P.abyssi
16S RNA upon binding of double-guide sRNAs at 80 C
sRNA Binding sites Stems Base pairs
None (16S) 38 237
sRNA4 54–63/363–372 44 278
sRNA8 903–913/1196–1205 42 263
sRNA8 645–653/1196–1205 36 ± 4 226 ± 25
sRNA14 9–19/778–787 42 ± 1 263 ± 4
sRNA18 763–774/834–846 43 ± 1 280 ± 3
sRNA19 764–774/819–830 45 ± 3 280 ± 19
sRNA19 764–774/1470–1481 42 263
sRNA26 1367–1376/1492–1499 38 239
sRNA29 460–471/490–500 44 ± 1 280 ± 2
sRNA36 120–129/240–249 41 ± 2 256 ± 13
sRNA37 154–164/229–239 42 ± 3 264 ± 22
sRNA38 426–437/458–466 41 ± 2 255 ± 9
sRNA42 298–307/1030–1040 38 236
sRNA46 924–933/1112–1121 38 238
sRNA51 1132–1142/1166–1176 42 ± 1 265 ± 5
sRNA53 1220–1230/1352–1360 36 230
sRNA56 506–514/543–553 41 256 ± 1
Figure 4. Comparison of the genetic algorithm (open diamonds) and MFOLD
(closed squares) predictions for A.fulgidus (A) and P.abyssi (B) 16S rRNAs.
Error bars in genetic algorithm data correspond to the SDs calculated from
three repeated simulations, those for Mfold are computed from the three best
(sub)optimal structures (Materials and Methods).
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after sRNA release. As an example, the simulated effect of
P.abyssi sRNA4 binding on the folding of 16S rRNA
50-domain is shown in Figure 6. In the absence of sRNA
binding, the domain structure is not predicted correctly and
in the ﬁnal prediction the interior of the domain is paired to the
sequences in the 30 major domain (interactions 38...294/
1027...1187, Figure 6A). sRNA4 binding to the complemen-
tarity regions 54–63 and 363–372 during transcription guides
the formation of stems 38–46/397–405 and 27–36/506–515
that close the domain in the nascent rRNA transcript
(Figure 6B). In the subsequent steps of simulated pathway
upon rRNA elongation, these stems and the bound sRNA4
prevent incorrect long-range pairing, thereby also favouring
the correct 30-domain formation (Figure 5). Finally, the
simulated release of sRNA4 only leads to a minor rearrange-
ment of 16S secondary structure with the formation of stems
incompatible withtransientsRNAinteraction,suchasthestem
368–373/392–397 (Figure 6B, inset). At this step, the barrier
for the disruption of the stems closing the domain (38–46/
397–405 and 27–36/506–515) is apparently too high and
theselong-rangeinteractionsarepresentintheﬁnalprediction.
DISCUSSION
The presented simulations of archaeal 16S rRNA folding with
transient sRNA binding suggest that archaeal C/D box sRNAs
with two antisense elements assist in rRNA folding at high
temperatures. This is seen in a comparison of the quality of
16S rRNA predictions, yielded by simulations in the presence
ofvarious sRNAs,to those produced withoutsRNAs or by free
energy minimization. The quality of all predictions, estimated
by comparison to well-proven comparative structures, drops
with temperature due to melting of the secondary structure.
However, such a decline is less when the binding of certain
sRNAs is introduced to simulations at the stage of folding the
growing transcribed rRNA polynucleotide chain. Thus, the
simulations support the idea that archaeal double-site
sRNAs in thermophilic organisms are RNA chaperones help-
ing to solve RNA-folding problems at high temperatures
(28,29).
Furthermore, the simulations show the most signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on RNA folding upon binding of sRNAs with two
antisense elements, which are especially abundant in
hyper-thermophiles. The modelling of a simple delay of intra-
molecular pairing in the sRNA-bound rRNA regions did not
produce signiﬁcant effects. In contrast, the simulations of
transiently constrained folding in the domains, ﬂanked by
rRNA regions bound to a single sRNA molecule, did yield
folding pathways leading to predictions that are more similar
to rRNA comparative structures.
Our implementation of sRNA binding in the folding algo-
rithm envisages that an sRNA molecule brings together the
ends of an rRNA domain between binding sites, guides the
folding of this domain to a locally (meta)stable structure and
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Although the model assumes that these restrictions only
exist during transcription and disappear upon the sRNA
release, they seem to be sufﬁcient to lead to metastable
structures that are not completely refolded in the full-length
rRNA. The effect of such co-transcriptional sRNA binding is
mostly seen in an efﬁcient formation of long-range inter-
actions in the rRNA, which are otherwise not formed,
owing to either kinetic or thermodynamic reasons, as they
are not predicted by folding simulations in the absence of
sRNAs or by energy minimization.
Such a picture of sRNA-assisted rRNA folding is consistent
with a number of facts. It is known that eukaryotic snoRNAs
co-transcriptionally bind to the rRNA precursors (22,26,34)
and it is reasonable to suspect that this is true for archaeal
sRNAs. Transient secondary structures, formed during pre-
rRNA transcription and inﬂuenced by interactions with spacer
sequences and snoRNAs, are important for functional rRNA
structure formation [e.g. (24,47–50)]. The conformational
rearrangements, occurring co-transcriptionally, are very sen-
sitive to the conditions: accelerated transcription of bacterial
16S rRNA was shown to result in misfolded molecules (12).
Slow transcription and transcriptional pausing can increase
folding efﬁciency of other ribozymes as well (51–53). From
a mechanistic point of view, the co-transcriptional constraints
implemented in our sRNA-binding model are somewhat sim-
ilar to the effects of slower transcription, because in both cases
interactions involving the 30-proximal parts of folded RNA are
delayed while upstream domains are allowed to fold. For
instance, both computer simulations and experiments on
co-transcriptional folding of the delta ribozyme (52,53) sug-
gest that the presence of a downstream attenuator sequence
determines a limited time-window, during which the ribozyme
core can fold correctly. In our implementation the constraints
imposed on the domains between the sRNA-binding sites also
prevent certain domain interactions to the upstream regions.
This ‘locks’ such domains in a restricted number of conforma-
tions, somewhat similar to the model suggested for
protein-assisted RNA folding in some group I introns (54).
Recent computational analysis of low energy structures pre-
dicted for Escherichia coli 16S rRNA with topological con-
straintsimposedbybindingofribosomalproteinssuggeststhat
such constraints may facilitate rRNA functional structure
formation (55).
Interestingly, the chaperone-like effect of P.abyssi sRNAs
on rRNA folding is mostly seen at higher temperatures
 
 
 
Figure 6. Comparisonof folding predictionsfor P.abyssi 16S rRNA 50-domain in the absence (A) and presence (B) of sRNA4.The inset shows the refolding of the
structure after sRNA4 release.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7 2023( 80 C), than the maximal effect of the lone A.fulgidus
sRNA 2 (70 C), approximately following the difference in
the optimum growth temperatures for these species,
95–100 C and 65–70 C, respectively (28). It should be
noted here that our simulations at extremely high temperatures
(>85 C) do not represent the real environmental conditions for
hyper-thermophiles, where high pressure may be expected to
stabilize RNA structures with high melting points (56). In the
absence of accurate thermodynamic parameters that take pres-
sure into account, it can be speculated that calculations at
moderately high temperatures may serve as an approximation
for the combined effect of an elevated temperature and a high
pressure.
A speciﬁc adaptation of archaeal rRNA sequences, increas-
ing reliability of folding at high temperatures, has also been
observed in equilibrium properties of alternative secondary
structures (8). In addition to relatively high G+C contents,
which prevents melting at high temperatures, thermophilic
rRNAs have base pairing probability distributions indicating
to more well-deﬁned structures than those of other species.
These distributions, calculated at the same temperature, differ
from those computed for organisms living at lower tempera-
tures. This explains relatively good predictions obtained for
archaeal 16S and 23S rRNAs by energy minimization at the
standard temperature (37 C) conditions (8,46). However, the
calculations of base pairing probabilities for higher tempera-
tures indicate less deﬁned structures (8). It is remarkable that
the sRNA-chaperone effect is seen just at high temperatures,
while at lower temperatures implementation of sRNA binding
into folding simulation can even decrease the prediction
quality. Thus, the sRNA functioning in facilitating correct
rRNA folding seems to be adapted to the optimum growth
temperature.
The binding of proteins assisting in RNA tertiary structure
formation is known to exert sometimes opposite effects
depending on the conditions and/or folding steps (57,58).
Interestingly, the RNA-chaperone activity of the E.coli protein
StpA was found to have different effects on functional RNA
structure formation in some mutants at different temperatures
(58). In this case, however, the RNA-chaperone activity was
pronounced at lowered temperatures, while the opposite effect
was observed at 37 C. On the other hand, the mechanism of
the StpA chaperone effect, namely the non-speciﬁc loosening
of misfolded tertiary structures (59), is different from sRNA
speciﬁc binding that can inﬂuence secondary structure forma-
tion. Proteins that have RNA-chaperone activity due to spe-
ciﬁc RNA-stabilizing interactions exist as well. Moreover, it
was shown that one of such proteins, required for the stabilisa-
tion of the catalytic core of some group I introns, can be
replaced by a peripheral RNA structure (60).
Our simulations demonstrate that sRNA effects on RNA
folding depend on the location of the binding sites. The stron-
gest effects (42 or more correctly predicted stems in case of
P.abyssi 16S rRNA) were observed for sRNAs with both
binding sites located within one of the four major domains
(61) of the 16S rRNA secondary and tertiary structure or
ﬂanking two or more of these domains. Approximately one-
half of the 17 tested P.abyssi sRNA-binding topologies
yielded such an effect (Table 1). The binding sites of the
three most efﬁcient P.abyssi sRNAs (sRNA19, sRNA4,
sRNA29) are located within either the 50domain (nt 1–522)
or the central one (nt 523–876). Interestingly, P.abyssi sRNA
14 and A.fulgidus sRNA 2 bind 16S rRNA (complementarity
regions 9–19/778–787 and 11–22/845–856 correspondingly)
at topologically comparable positions ﬂanking the 50domain
and a large part of the central one. Such a location explains
why these sRNAs may guide the folding of long-range inter-
actions in these domains and indeed, they both exhibit con-
siderable effects on the ﬁnal rRNA structures (Table 1). On the
other hand, mostly no effect was observed for sRNAs with two
binding sites located within the interiors of different domains.
Also, the binding of the P.abyssi sRNA26 with two sites loc-
ated in the 30-proximal minor domain did not produce any
effect.
These results are consistent with the hypothesis that
co-transcriptional binding of double-guide sRNAs would sta-
bilize the domains located between two binding sites. The
analysis of simulated folding pathways (see e.g. Figure 6)
shows that such effects may also be due to non-speciﬁc resol-
ving of misfolded conformations by the barriers created for the
interactions of a domain locked in between binding sites with
other 16S rRNA regions. For many sRNAs the simulations
also reveal sRNA inﬂuence rather far from the domain locked
in between the binding sites, like e.g. stabilization of the
pairing 891–897/1351–1357, 911–919/1194–1202 and 949–
955/1182–1188 (Figure 5) in the P.abyssi 16S rRNA by
sRNA4 (complementarity regions 54–63 and 363–372). Sur-
prisingly, we did not reveal any dependence of observed
effects on the length of sequence between binding sites on
rRNA. A strong inﬂuence on simulations was observed for
bothsRNAs with relativelycloselylocatedsitesandthosewith
distant sites.
With the exception of plant snoRNAs (30), snoRNAs with
two antisense elements complementary to the same rRNA are
relatively rare in eukaryotes as compared to thermophilic
archaeal sRNAs (29,33). For some of them, in particular
those with complementarities without a modiﬁcation function,
a chaperoningfunctionhasbeen suggested [e.g. (25,45,62)].In
plants, such a function could be linked to the requirement to
maintain the native rRNA folding upon exposure to high
temperatures (30). Our preliminary simulations for yeast
U14 snoRNA binding to 16S rRNA reveal some effects at
both low and high temperatures, but the simulated folding
pathways turned out to be less reproducible as compared
with those simulated for thermophilic archaea. This may be
caused either by sequence features of eukaryotic rRNAs that
determine less deﬁned structures (8) or by the inability of the
used folding protocol to properly handle the partition of pre-
dicted folding pathways due to higher barriers at lower tem-
peratures. Apparently, more accurate calculations are needed
for reliable predictions of eukaryotic snoRNA–rRNA folding
intermediates at physiological temperatures.
It should be noted that the model used is a rather rough
approximation of the folding process. The genetic algorithm
simulations may reveal some important long-lived folding
intermediates, but they do not implement the real kinetics
of folding. More realistic simulations of RNA-folding kinetics
require computation of the transition rates between all local
minima in the free energy landscape, which may be approxi-
mated by clustering similar conﬁgurations (63–65). Compu-
tationally, this is a challenging task, which is currently
restricted to molecules of about 400 nt at the level of stems
2024 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7as elementary steps (64) and of the size of tRNAs (76 nt) at the
level of base pairs (65).
Furthermore, our model of sRNA-assisted rRNA folding
implements forced temporary sRNA binding instead of
more realistic competition between intra- and intermolecular
base pairings. Such a computation should incorporate the
concentrations of both rRNAs and sRNAs and rate constants
for sRNA binding and dissociation. The algorithm for the
prediction of RNA–RNA hybridization with account of con-
centration effects has been proposed recently (66), but it is
only considering equilibrium structures.
Despite the very approximate nature of our model, it does
show signiﬁcant improvements of structure predictions upon
sRNA binding implementation and therefore may serve as a
‘proof-of-the-principle’ for the mechanism of sRNA-induced
rearrangements of the secondary structure in archaeal rRNAs.
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